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SUMMARY

Activation of the unfolded protein response (UPR)-associated transcription factor ATF6 has 

emerged as a promising strategy to reduce the secretion and subsequent toxic aggregation of 

destabilized, amyloidogenic proteins implicated in systemic amyloid diseases. However, the 

molecular mechanism by which ATF6 activation reduces the secretion of amyloidogenic proteins 

remains poorly defined. We employ a quantitative interactomics platform to define how ATF6 

activation reduces secretion of a destabilized, amyloidogenic immunoglobulin light chain (LC) 

associated with Light Chain Amyloidosis (AL). Using this platform, we show that ATF6 activation 

increases the targeting of this destabilized LC to a subset of pro-folding ER proteostasis factors 

that retains the amyloidogenic LC within the ER, preventing its secretion. Our results define a 

molecular basis for the ATF6-dependent reduction in destabilized LC secretion and highlight the 

advantage for targeting this UPR-associated transcription factor to reduce secretion of 

destabilized, amyloidogenic proteins implicated in AL and related systemic amyloid diseases.
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eTOC BLURB

Activating the ATF6 arm of the unfolded protein response selectively reduces the secretion and 

subsequent toxic aggregation of destabilized amyloidogenic light chains. Plate et al use a 

quantitative proteomics platform to identify specific ATF6-regulated ER proteostasis factors 

responsible for regulating the secretion of an amyloidogenic light chain from mammalian cells.
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INTRODUCTION

The toxic extracellular aggregation of destabilized, amyloidogenic proteins is implicated in 

the onset and pathogenesis of diverse systemic amyloid diseases including Light Chain 

Amyloidosis (AL) and the transthyretin (TTR)-related amyloid diseases (Blancas-Mejia and 

Ramirez-Alvarado, 2013; Powers et al., 2009). A critical determinant in dictating the 

pathologic protein aggregation central to these diseases is the aberrant secretion of 

destabilized, aggregation-prone proteins to the extracellular space (Plate and Wiseman, 

2017). The efficient secretion of these proteins increases their extracellular populations 

available for concentration-dependent aggregation into toxic oligomers and amyloid fibrils 

that deposit in distal tissues such as the heart, inducing organ dysfunction. The importance 

of amyloidogenic protein secretion in disease pathogenesis suggests that targeting the 

biologic pathways responsible for regulating the secretion of destabilized, amyloidogenic 

proteins offers a unique opportunity to broadly ameliorate the pathologic extracellular 

protein aggregation implicated in the pathogenesis of diverse amyloid diseases (Plate and 

Wiseman, 2017).
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Protein secretion through the secretory pathway is regulated by a process referred to as 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) quality control (Balchin et al., 2016; Braakman and Bulleid, 

2011; Feige and Buchner, 2014; Guerriero and Brodsky, 2012; Kim et al., 2013). In this 

process, newly synthesized proteins are co-translationally imported into the ER where they 

interact with ER chaperones and folding factors. These interactions facilitate the folding of 

proteins into their native conformations and prevent their misfolding and/or aggregation 

within the ER. Once folded, these proteins are packaged into vesicles for trafficking to 

downstream secretory environments including the extracellular space. Proteins unable to 

attain a native, folded conformation within the ER are instead recognized by ER degradation 

factors and directed toward degradation pathways such as ER-associated degradation 

(ERAD). Through this partitioning between ER protein folding, trafficking and degradation 

pathways (i.e., ER quality control), cells prevent the secretion of destabilized, aggregation-

prone proteins to downstream secretory environments.

In the context of systemic amyloid diseases, destabilized, amyloidogenic proteins escape ER 

quality control, allowing their efficient secretion to the extracellular space (Blancas-Mejia 

and Ramirez-Alvarado, 2013; Plate and Wiseman, 2017). This suggests that enhancing ER 

quality control capacity could offer a unique opportunity to reduce the aberrant secretion and 

toxic extracellular aggregation associated with these disorders. One strategy to improve ER 

quality control for amyloidogenic proteins is by activating the unfolded protein response 

(UPR) (Hetz and Saxena, 2017; Plate and Wiseman, 2017). The UPR regulates ER quality 

control through activation of UPR-associated transcription factors such as XBP1s and ATF6. 

These transcription factors induce overlapping, but distinct, subsets of ER chaperones, 

folding factors, and degradation factors (collectively ER proteostasis factors) that dictate ER 

quality control (Adachi et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2003; Shoulders et al., 2013; Yamamoto et 

al., 2004). The differential remodeling of ER quality control pathways afforded by XBP1s or 

ATF6 activation indicates that the independent activation of these pathways offers unique 

opportunities to correct pathologic defects in ER quality control for destabilized, amyloid 

disease-associated proteins (Plate and Wiseman, 2017).

Previous results show that stress-independent activation of XBP1s or ATF6 differentially 

influence ER quality control for destabilized amyloidogenic proteins such as ALLC – a 

destabilized Vλ6 immunoglobulin light chain (LC) associated with AL pathogenesis 

(Arendt et al., 2008). Stress-independent XBP1s activation increases ALLC targeting to ER 

degradation pathways, while only modestly affecting its secretion (Cooley et al., 2014). In 

contrast, ATF6 activation does not increase ALLC degradation, but significantly reduces the 

secretion and extracellular aggregation of ALLC. It does so without affecting secretion of an 

energetically normal Vλ6 LC or the endogenous secretory proteome (Cooley et al., 2014; 

Plate et al., 2016). ATF6 activation also selectively reduces the secretion and toxic 

aggregation of destabilized variants of other aggregation-prone proteins, without 

significantly impacting secretion of the wild-type protein (Chen et al., 2014; Chiang et al., 

2012; Shoulders et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2011b). These results identify ATF6 as a potential 

therapeutic target that can be pharmacologically accessed to improve ER quality control and 

selectively reduce the secretion and subsequent aggregation of destabilized, amyloidogenic 

proteins implicated in amyloid disease pathogenesis (Plate and Wiseman, 2017).
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Despite this potential, the molecular mechanism responsible for ATF6-dependent reductions 

in destabilized, amyloidogenic protein secretion remains poorly defined. Quantitative 

affinity purification mass spectrometry (q-AP-MS) has proven a powerful tool to identify 

changes in protein-protein interactions induced by genetic or environmental perturbations 

(Hosp et al., 2015; Huttlin et al., 2015; Katrina Meyer, 2015). This indicates that q-AP-MS 

provides a unique opportunity to define proteins and pathways responsible for dictating the 

selective, ATF6-dependent reduction in amyloidogenic LC secretion. Here, we implement a 

tandem mass tag (TMT)-based q-AP-MS platform to define how ATF6 activation improves 

ER quality control to selectively reduce secretion of the destabilized, amyloidogenic LC, 

ALLC. We demonstrate that this platform allows efficient multiplexed quantification of 

ALLC interaction changes induced by activation of different UPR-associated transcriptional 

programs. Using this TMT-based q-AP-MS approach, we show that ATF6 activation reduces 

ALLC secretion by increasing its targeting to ATF6-regulated ER chaperones that selectively 

retain this destabilized LC within the ER lumen. Overexpression of these ATF6-regulated 

ER chaperones only partially mimics the reduction in ALLC observed following ATF6 

activation. This indicates that ATF6 activation improves LC ER quality by global 

remodeling the ER proteostasis environment and not through upregulation of a specific 

chaperone. Our results define a mechanistic framework that explains the ATF6-dependent 

regulation of LC ER quality control and further motivates the development of therapeutic 

strategies that enhance ER quality control to ameliorate amyloid pathology in AL and 

related amyloid diseases.

RESULTS

A TMT-based AP-MS platform to define ER proteostasis factors that interact with LCs

ER quality control processes are governed by interactions between non-native protein 

conformations and ER proteostasis factors (Kim et al., 2013; Powers et al., 2009; Wiseman 

et al., 2007). Thus, defining the molecular interactions between destabilized, amyloidogenic 

proteins and ER proteostasis factors allows identification of the components of specific 

biologic pathways responsible for dictating ER quality control for a given protein under 

defined conditions, such as ATF6 activation. However, many challenges exist in defining 

interactions between ER proteostasis factors and destabilized protein substrates. These 

include the transient nature of substrate interactions with ER proteostasis factors and the 

difficulty in multiplexing interactome profiling to improve throughput without sacrificing 

sensitivity (Budayeva and Cristea, 2014; Kean et al., 2012; Miteva et al., 2013; Pankow et 

al., 2016; Pankow et al., 2015; Taipale et al., 2014).

To address these challenges in the context of amyloidogenic LCs such as ALLC, we 

implemented an affinity-purification mass spectrometry (AP-MS) platform that utilizes 

Tandem Mass Tags (TMTs). The TMT reagents enable multiplexed quantification of 

changes in protein abundances across multiple conditions or biological replicates within a 

single mass spectrometry experiment (Huttlin et al., 2015; McAlister et al., 2012; McAlister 

et al., 2014; Papachristou et al., 2018; Roumeliotis et al., 2017). We utilized the platform to 

define the specific ER proteostasis factors important for ATF6-dependent regulation of LC 

ER quality control (Fig. 1A). For these experiments, we employed HEK293DAX cells 
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(Shoulders et al., 2013), which exhibit ATF6-dependent reductions in the secretion of 

destabilized ALLC (Arendt et al., 2008), but not the energetically-normal Vλ6 LC JTO 

(Cooley et al., 2014; Wall et al., 1999). ALLC exhibits both reduced thermodynamic 

stability and a faster rate of unfolding compared to JTO, which could explain the difference 

in amyloidogenicity (Cooley et al., 2014; Morgan and Kelly, 2016). We transiently 

transfected HEK293DAX cells with flag-tagged ALLC (FTALLC), flag-tagged JTO (FTJTO), 

or an untagged ALLC (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1A). We previously showed that the presence of 

the FLAG tag does not influence ER proteostasis of LCs (Cooley et al., 2014). We subjected 

cells expressing these different LCs to in situ crosslinking using the cell-permeable 

crosslinker dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP) (Lomant and Fairbanks, 1976; Nittis et 

al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011a). We optimized DSP crosslinking to stabilize known 

interactions between ER proteostasis factors (e.g., BiP) and LCs in the ER (Fig. S1B,C). 

After crosslinking, we immunopurified (IP’d) FTALLC or FTJTO using anti-Flag beads. 

Following stringent washing in high-detergent RIPA buffer to remove non-specific 

interactors, the samples were reduced to cleave the disulfide bond comprising the crosslinks, 

alkylated, and digested with trypsin. The digested peptides arising from individual 

experiments were then labeled with distinct TMT reagents, combined, and analyzed by 

Multi-dimensional Protein Identification Technology (MuDPIT) proteomics (Washburn et 

al., 2001; Yates et al., 2009). Specific recovery of peptides under different conditions was 

then quantified by comparing the recovered signals from the TMT reporter ions in the MS2 

spectra (Fig. 1A).

Initially, we used this AP-MS platform to identify the ER quality control factors that bind 

LCs in situ by comparing TMT ratios for proteins that co-purify in anti-FLAG IPs from 

lysates prepared on HEK293DAX cells expressing untagged ALLC or either FTALLC or 
FTJTO (collectively FTLC). We defined the TMT ratio as: TMT signal FTLC IPs / TMT 

signal in untagged ALLC IPs. We observed two populations of proteins isolated in these 

samples separated by their TMT ratio (Fig. 1C and Supplemental Table 1). The first 

population exhibits a low TMT ratio of ~1.3, which represents proteins that non-specifically 

co-purify in both FTLC and untagged ALLC anti-FLAG IPs. However, a second population 

of 72 proteins displayed a ratio of >2, indicating selective interaction with FTALLC and 
FTJTO. This second population was highly enriched for secretory proteins (51 out 72, based 

on gene ontology terms describing localization in the secretory pathway) and included ER 

proteostasis factors known to interact with LCs in the ER such as BiP, GRP94, ERdj3, 

HYOU1, and PDIA1 (Behnke et al., 2015; Behnke et al., 2016; Cole et al., 2018; Davis et 

al., 1999; Hellman et al., 1999; Hsu et al., 1996; Melnick et al., 1992; Melnick et al., 1994; 

Shen and Hendershot, 2005; Skowronek et al., 1998). We defined these 72 interacting 

proteins as ‘high confidence interactors’ of FTLC (Fig. 1D), and we used these proteins as 

the basis for subsequent AP-MS experiments focused on defining the ER quality control 

pathways responsible for the selective, ATF6-dependent regulation of ALLC secretion.

TMT-based q-AP-MS allows multiplexed quantification of ALLC interaction changes 
induced by XBP1s and/or ATF6 activation

In order to define the specific ER proteostasis factors responsible for the differential impact 

of ATF6 or XBP1s activation on ALLC ER quality control (Fig. 2A), we used our TMT-
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based q-AP-MS proteomic platform to identify high confidence interactors that show altered 

interaction with FTALLC following stress-independent activation of these UPR-associated 

transcription factors in HEK293DAX cells. These cells express both doxycycline (dox)-

inducible XBP1s and a trimethoprim (TMP)-regulated DHFR.ATF6, allowing stress-

independent XBP1s or ATF6 activation through the administration of dox or TMP, 

respectively (Shoulders et al., 2013). We compared the recovery of TMT signals for high-

confidence LC interactors that co-purify with FTALLC in lysates prepared from 

HEK293DAX cells following 24 h treatment with vehicle, dox (activates XPB1s), or TMP 

(activates ATF6) – a treatment paradigm we previously showed is sufficient to induce 

efficient remodeling of ER proteostasis pathways (Shoulders et al., 2013). A challenge in 

comparing the TMT signals across different IPs is the variability of bait protein (e.g., 
FTALLC). FTALLC can vary in concentration owing to factors including differences in 

transfection across biologic replicates, variability in sample preparation or alterations in 

protein secretion or degradation caused by XBP1s and/or ATF6 activation (Cooley et al., 

2014). This results in a large variance in unnormalized interaction ratios for high confidence 

interactors (Fig. 2B, blue, Fig. S2A). To address this variability, we normalized the recovery 

of high confidence interactors to the amount of FTALLC identified in each channel. 

Normalization significantly improved the variance across samples (Fig. 2B, orange) and 

allowed quantification of interactions changes using this approach. Importantly, we showed 

high reproducibility of FTALLC interaction changes induced by XBP1s or ATF6 activation 

across 7 independent biological replicates (Fig. S2B,C).

TMT-based quantification of proteomics data is challenged in complex proteomes by 

reporter ion ratio compression. This is caused by co-isolation of interfering precursor ions 

and subsequent co-fragmentation, resulting in an underestimation of the abundance ratios 

(Savitski et al., 2013; Ting et al., 2011). Synchronous Precursor Selection (SPS) MS3 

analysis is commonly employed to overcome this ratio compression challenge, however, this 

analysis is only possible using specialized Tribrid MS instruments, such as the Fusion 

Lumos (Huttlin et al., 2015; McAlister et al., 2014; Papachristou et al., 2018; Roumeliotis et 

al., 2017). Due to the simplicity of our proteomes afforded by the AP isolation of FTALLC, 

we predicted that ratio compression would be minimized and allow accurate quantification 

using MS2 reporter ion quantification. Furthermore, we performed our analysis using multi-

dimensional protein identification technology (MuDPIT), which increases the 

chromatographic separation of peptides – another parameter that has been shown to reduce 

TMT ratio compression (Ow et al., 2011). To ensure that ratio compression is minimized, we 

compared FTALLC interaction ratios for high confidence interactors measured by TMT-

based proteomics with ratios determined using Stable Isotope Labeling with Amino acids in 

Cell culture (SILAC), an independent quantitative proteomics approach that relies on 

quantification of light and heavy-isotope labeled precursor ions in the MS1 spectra (Fig. 

S2D) (Ong et al., 2002). As with TMT-based AP-MS, we performed SILAC-based AP-MS 

to monitor changes in FTALLC interactome induced by XBP1s and/or ATF6 activation in 

HEK293DAX cells (Fig. S2D–F). Alterations in the interactions between ER proteostasis 

factors and FTALLC observed using the alternative SILAC-based quantitation were nearly 

identical to those obtained using TMT-based quantification (Fig. S2G). To further confirm 

the accuracy of our TMT-quantification AP-MS assay we confirmed XBP1s or ATF6-
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dependent interaction changes between FTALLC and select high confidence interactors 

using AP followed by quantitative immunoblotting (IP:IB) (Fig. 2C and Fig. S2H). This 

proteomic-independent approach showed similar interaction ratio changes. Collectively, 

these results show that our TMT-based AP-MS platform can accurately monitor changes in 

the FTALLC interactome induced by XBP1s and/or ATF6 activation.

Comparing our multiplexed TMT-based interatomic approach to SILAC quantification also 

demonstrated enhanced throughput capacity. Since SILAC quantification only enables 

binary comparisons, a higher number of mass spectrometry runs and more instrument time 

was needed to generate the quantitative comparisons between different conditions (Fig. S2I–

J). Furthermore, the number of proteins that could be reliably quantified in at least 3 

biological replicates was at least 4-fold greater using our TMT-based platform than in any of 

the pairwise SILAC comparisons. (Fig. S2K–L). The improved analysis time and more 

reliable protein identification in our TMT-based AP-MS platform highlights additional 

advantage of this platform over more commonly used label free or SILAC-based approaches 

for defining interactome changes for destabilized proteins such as FTALLC in response to 

selective ATF6 or XBP1s activation.

XBP1s or ATF6 activation differentially influence interactions between ER quality control 
factors and FTALLC

Stress-independent activation of XBP1s or ATF6 differentially influence ALLC ER quality 

control (Fig. 2A) (Cooley et al., 2014). XBP1s activation increases targeting of ALLC to 

degradation, while only modestly reducing ALLC secretion. In contrast, ATF6 activation 

significantly reduces ALLC secretion and subsequent aggregation by >50%, but does not 

increase ALLC degradation, indicating that activating ATF6 increases the ER retention of 

this destabilized LC. In order to define the specific ER proteostasis factors responsible for 

the differential impact of ATF6 or XBP1s activation on ALLC ER quality control, we 

compared the changes in the FTALLC interactome induced by XBP1s and/or ATF6 

activation.

Interestingly, XBP1s or ATF6 activation induce distinct changes in the interactions between 
FTALLC and ER proteostasis factors, reflecting the distinct impact of these UPR-associated 

transcription factors on ALLC ER quality control (Fig. 2D–F and Supplemental Table 2)

(Cooley et al., 2014). XBP1s activation globally reduces interactions between FTALLC and 

ER proteostasis factors (Fig. 2D,E). This is consistent with the XBP1s-dependent increase in 

ALLC targeting to ER degradation pathways such as ERAD or autophagy – the latter being 

the predominant pathway responsible for degrading ALLC following ER stress (Cooley et 

al., 2014). Unfortunately, components of degradation pathways were poorly detected in our 

proteomics samples, which likely reflects poor crossinking between ERAD factors and 
FTALLC or that these mainly membrane-associated proteins require specific detergents for 

solubilization (Christianson et al., 2011). In contrast, ATF6 activation increases interactions 

between FTALLC and select ER proteostasis factors, including the ATP-dependent ER 

chaperones BiP and GRP94, the BiP co-chaperones ERdj3 and HYOU1, and the protein-

disulfide isomerase PDIA4 (Fig. 2E,F). The increase in FTALLC interactions with these ER 

proteostasis factors is consistent with the ATF6-dependent increase in ALLC ER retention 
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(Cooley et al., 2014) and suggests that ATF6 activation reduces secretion of ALLC through 

the increased targeting of this destabilized LC to specific ER proteostasis pathways.

Despite impacting ALLC ER quality control through distinct mechanisms, co-activation of 

XBP1s and ATF6 does not synergistically influence destabilized ALLC secretion (Cooley et 

al., 2014). Instead, XBP1s and ATF6 co-activation reduces ALLC secretion to the same 

extent observed with ATF6 activation alone and modestly increases ALLC degradation 

(Cooley et al., 2014). This indicates that co-activation of these transcription factors 

integrates distinct functional aspects of independent XBP1s or ATF6 activation to influence 

ALLC ER quality control. Consistent with this, AP-MS shows that XBP1s and ATF6 co-

activation remodels the FTALLC interactome by promoting specific changes also observed 

following independent transcription factor activation (Fig. 2E,G and Supplemental Table 2). 

For example, XBP1s and ATF6 co-activation reduces interactions between FTALLC and 

numerous high confidence interactors, consistent with the moderate increase in ALLC 

degradation observed under these conditions (Cooley et al., 2014). Alternatively, co-

activation of these transcription factors increases interactions between FTALLC and ER 

proteostasis factors including BiP, GRP94, ERdj3, HYOU1, and PDIA4 – all of which are 

also increased following ATF6 activation alone.

Comparing the functional impact of XBP1s and/or ATF6 activation on ALLC ER quality 

control to the changes in the interactions between FTALLC and ER proteostasis pathways 

provides an opportunity to identify the ER proteostasis factors likely responsible for the 

regulation of ALLC secretion. ATF6 activation, in both the presence or absence of XBP1s 

activation, reduces ALLC secretion by 50% (Cooley et al., 2014). Based on our AP-MS 

analysis, this reduced secretion correspond to increased interactions with a specific subset of 

ER proteostasis factors including BiP, GRP94, HYOU1, ERdj3, and PDIA4. We confirmed 

the ATF6-dependent increase in the interactions between these ER proteostasis factors and 
FTALLC by IP:IB (Fig. 2C). This suggests that these proteostasis factors are involved in 

dictating the selective, ATF6-dependent reduction in destabilized ALLC secretion.

ATF6 activation increases the interactions between ER proteostasis factors and an 
energetically normal LC

ATF6 activation selectively reduces secretion of destabilized ALLC relative to the 

energetically normal LC JTO (Cooley et al., 2014). Thus, we sought to define how ATF6 

activation influences the interactions between JTO and ER proteostasis factors. Initially, we 

directly compared the interactomes of FTALLC and FTJTO in vehicle-treated HEK293DAX 

cells using our AP-MS proteomic platform (Fig. 1A). In order to normalize the recovery of 

ER proteostasis factors in these IPs, we used peptides from the λ Vc domain of these LCs, 

which is identical between ALLC and JTO (Fig. S1A). This allowed us to accurately 

monitor the differential interactions between ER proteostasis factors and specific LCs in this 

experiment (Fig. 3A). Using this approach, we identified numerous high confidence LC 

interacting proteins that showed increased association with the destabilized ALLC, relative 

to the stable JTO (Fig. 3A, Fig. S3A, and Supplemental Table 3). This includes many ER 

proteostasis factors identified to increase association upon ATF6 activation such as BiP and 

GRP94, indicating that these proteins are key determinants in dictating LC ER quality 
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control. We confirmed the increased association of select ER proteostasis factors with ALLC 

by IP:IB (Fig. S3B).

Next, we evaluated how ATF6 activation influences the interactions between FTJTO and ER 

proteostasis factors. ATF6 activation induced a similar remodeling of the FTJTO interactome 

to that observed for FTALLC (Fig. 3B,C, Fig. S3C and Supplemental Table 3). These results 

indicate that ATF6-dependent increases in the interactions with ER proteostasis factors occur 

independent of the energetic stability of the LC. However, interactions between ER 

proteostasis factors and FTJTO after ATF6 activation are nonetheless lower than observed for 
FTALLC because basal FTJTO interactions are less compared to FTALLC (Fig. 3A and Fig. 

S3A,B). This indicates that increased targeting of FTALLC to specific ER proteostasis 

factors represents a likely molecular mechanism responsible for selective, ATF6-dependent 

retention of this destabilized LC sequence.

ATF6 transcriptionally regulates ER proteostasis factors that show increased interactions 
with FTALLC

ATF6 activation transcriptionally regulates the expression of multiple ER proteostasis factors 

that show increased association with FTALLC following stress-independent ATF6 activation 

(e.g., BiP, GRP94) (Shoulders et al., 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2004). This suggests that the 

increased interaction between these ER proteostasis and FTALLC is regulated by ATF6-

dependent increases in ER proteostasis factor expression. Consistent with this, ATF6-

dependent changes in mRNA for high confidence interactors correlate to changes in 

interactions with FTALLC (Fig. 4A and Supplemental Table 4)(Plate et al., 2016). A similar 

relationship was observed when we compared ATF6-dependent increases in the protein 

levels for these ER proteostasis factors (measured by whole cell quantitative proteomics 

(Plate et al., 2016)) to increases in FTALLC interactions (Fig. 4B). These results indicate 

that the increased interactions between FTALLC and ER proteostasis factors is primarily 

dictated by ATF6-dependent increases in their expression.

Despite this general correlation, increased expression of ER proteostasis factors does not 

appear sufficient to increase FTALLC interactions. This is evident by monitoring the 

recovery of the high confidence LC interactor DNAJC3 in FTALLC IPs (Fig. 4A,B). 

DNAJC3 is an ER HSP40 co-chaperone that binds to misfolded proteins within the ER and 

directs them to the ER HSP70 BiP for ATP-dependent chaperoning (Petrova et al., 2008; 

Rutkowski et al., 2007). ATF6 activation increases the expression of DNAJC3 >2-fold; 

however, we observe no significant increase in the association between DNAJC3 and 
FTALLC by AP-MS (Fig. 4A,B and Fig. S4A). This suggests that while ATF6-dependent 

increases in the expression of ER proteostasis factors such as BiP or GRP94 are important 

for dictating their increased interactions with FTALLC, increased expression does not appear 

sufficient to increase these interactions.

ATF6 and XBP1s induce overlapping, but distinct, subsets of ER proteostasis factors 

(Shoulders et al., 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2004). This provides a unique opportunity to 

identify key ER proteostasis factors specifically required for ATF6-dependent reductions in 

ALLC secretion. Towards that aim, we compared XBP1s-dependent changes in ER 

proteostasis factor expression to changes in their interaction with FTALLC. Unlike what we 
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observed with ATF6 activation, XBP1s-dependent ER proteostasis factor expression does 

not correlate with FTALLC interactions (Fig. 4C). However, co-activation of XBP1s and 

ATF6 largely restored the correlation between ER proteostasis factor expression and 
FTALLC interactions (Fig. 4D). Interestingly, specific ER proteostasis factors such as 

HYOU1 and PDIA4 were transcriptionally induced by XBP1s or ATF6 activation alone, but 

only show increased interactions with FTALLC following ATF6 activation (Fig. 4E,F). This 

is in contrast to other ER proteostasis factors such as BiP and GRP94 that are primarily 

regulated by ATF6 and show increased association with FTALLC following ATF6 activation 

(Fig. S4B,C). The inability for XBP1s-dependent upregulation of PDIA4 and HYOU1 to 

increase interactions with FTALLC suggests that the increased expression of these ER 

proteostasis factors is not sufficient to influence LC ER quality control. Instead, these results 

suggest increased targeting to ATF6-regulated, ATP-dependent chaperones such as BiP and 

GRP94 is primarily responsible for the ATF6-dependent increase in LC ER quality control.

Overexpression of specific ER proteostasis factors recapitulates selective, ATF6-
dependent reductions in destabilized LC secretion

Many of the ER proteostasis factors found to increase interactions with destabilized 
FTALLC following ATF6 activation (e.g., BiP, GRP94, and ERdj3) were previously reported 

to function as ‘pro-folding’ factors for LCs within the ER. BiP and GRP94 function 

sequentially in the folding of LCs in the ER (Melnick et al., 1994). Furthermore, BiP and 

ERdj3 can bind multiple hydrophobic sites localized throughout a non-secreted LC, 

preventing its aggregation and/or premature degradation (Behnke et al., 2016). In contrast, 

other BiP co-chaperones such as ERdj4 and ERdj5 – neither of which is regulated by ATF6 

(Shoulders et al., 2013) – bind rarer, aggregation-prone sequences within the LC to increase 

its targeting to degradation. This indicates that ATF6 activation induces selective remodeling 

of ER chaperoning pathways that increase targeting of LCs to ATF6-regulated ‘pro-folding’ 

factors.

Our results indicate that ATF6 activation increases LC targeting to these ‘pro-folding’ 

factors by increasing their expression. Thus, we predicated that overexpression of specific 

pro-folding chaperones should mimic the capacity for ATF6 activation to selectively reduce 

secretion of destabilized, aggregation-prone LCs. To test this prediction, we co-

overexpressed FTALLC and the ATF6-regulated chaperones BiP, GRP94, or ERdj3 in 

HEK293DAX cells and evaluated FTALLC secretion by ELISA. In this experiment, we 

collected lysates and conditioned media from cells following 0 or 4 h incubation with 

cycloheximide (CHX) in fresh media. We then calculated fraction FTALLC secreted using 

the equation: fraction secreted = FTALLC media at t = 4h / FTALLC lysate at t = 0 h. 

Overexpression of BiP or GRP94 decreased FTALLC fraction secreted by >20% (Fig. 5A). 

In contrast, ERdj3 overexpression reduced FTALLC secretion by a more modest 10%, likely 

reflecting the modest intracellular increase in this co-chaperone afforded by overexpression 

owing to its efficient secretion to the media (Genereux et al., 2015). Similar results were 

observed by [35S] metabolic labeling (Fig. S5A,B). Importantly, we do not observe 

significant loss of FTALLC over a 4 h time course in our [35S] metabolic labeling 

experiment, indicating that the reduction in FTALLC secretion observed upon 

overexpression of ER chaperones does not correspond to an increase in degradation (Fig. 
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S5C). This result is identical to that observed upon ATF6 activation and indicates 

overexpression of ER chaperones attenuate ALLC secretion through the same ER retention 

mechanism afforded by ATF6 activation (Cooley et al., 2014).

ATF6 activation selectively reduces secretion of destabilized, amyloidogenic ALLC relative 

to the energetically-normal, non-amyloidogenic JTO. Thus, we sought to define whether 

overexpression of BiP, GRP94, or ERdj3 influenced secretion of FTJTO using our ELISA 

assay (Cooley et al., 2014; Plate et al., 2016). ALLC and JTO are secreted from cells with 

different secretion efficiencies, reflecting differences in the ER quality control for LCs with 

distinct stabilities (Cooley et al., 2014) – a difference further supported herein by the 

differential interactions between these LCs and ER proteostasis factors defined by our AP-

MS analysis (Fig. 3A, Fig. S3A–B). Consistent with this, we found that the fraction ALLC 

secreted measured by CHX/ELISA is less than that observed for the more stable JTO (Fig. 

5B). Thus, in order to compare the secretion of ALLC and JTO in cells co-overexpressing 

specific ER proteostasis factors, we normalized the secretion of these two LCs to control 

cells overexpressing each LC alone. Using this approach, we show that overexpression of 

BiP modestly reduces FTJTO secretion; however, this reduction is significantly less than that 

observed for FTALLC (Fig. 5C). Alternatively, despite significantly reducing FTALLC 

secretion, neither GRP94 nor ERdj3 overexpression impacted FTJTO secretion (Fig. 5C). 

These results show that overexpression of these ER proteostasis factors preferentially reduce 

secretion of the destabilized, amyloidogenic ALLC, mirroring the improved LC ER quality 

control observed upon ATF6 activation (Cooley et al., 2014).

BiP Overexpression only Partially Recapitulates the ATF6-Dependent Reduction in ALLC 
secretion

RNAi-depletion of core ER chaperones such as BiP or GRP94 activates the UPR, preventing 

us from defining the importance of these ER proteostasis factors for the ATF6-dependent 

reduction in destabilized ALLC secretion (Cooley et al., 2014). Instead, we evaluated how 

overexpression of the ATF6-regulated ER chaperone BiP influences ALLC secretion in the 

presence or absence of ATF6 activation. We selected BiP for this experiment because it is a 

core ER proteostasis factor whose overexpression reduces ALLC secretion to the greatest 

extent (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, the 20% reduction in ALLC secretion afforded by BiP 

overexpression is significantly less than the 40% reduction in secretion observed following 

ATF6 activation (Fig. 6A). The combination of BiP overexpression and ATF6 activation 

shows no further reduction in destabilized ALLC secretion, as compared to ATF6 activation 

alone (Fig. 6A). Similar results were observed by [35S] metabolic labeling where we show 

that the rate of ALLC secretion observed by ATF6 activation is less than that observed 

following BiP overexpression (Fig. 6B and Fig. S6A–C). These results indicate that 

overexpression of a core ER proteostasis factors only partially mimics the improved LC ER 

quality control observed following ATF6 activation and suggests that maximal reductions in 

ALLC secretion can only be achieved upon global, ATF6-dependent remodeling of ER 

quality control pathways.
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DISCUSSION

Here, we show that ATF6 activation improves ER quality control for destabilized LCs 

through increased targeting to select ‘pro-folding’ ER proteostasis factors. Interestingly, 

despite the fact that activating ATF6 selectively reduces secretion of destabilized LCs, ATF6 

activation increases interactions between ‘pro-folding’ ER proteostasis factors and both 

destabilized (e.g., ALLC) and stable (e.g., JTO) LCs. This suggests the increased activity of 

these ‘pro-folding’ factors improves their capacity to ‘read-out the energetic stability of LCs 

and more efficiently regulate their ER quality. A potential explanation for this effect is that 

increased targeting to ‘pro-folding’ ER proteostasis factors increases iterative rounds of 

chaperone-assisted folding that selectively prevents destabilized, amyloidogenic LCs such as 

ALLC from adopting a secretion-competent conformation (Fig. 6C). In this model, 

destabilized ALLC is unable to complete its folding upon release from ER chaperoning 

pathways. Instead, the enhanced activity of these proteostasis factors afforded by ATF6 

activation promotes reengagement of ALLC prior to folding, preventing trafficking to 

downstream secretory environments. This reengagement of destabilized ALLC with ‘pro-
folding’ factors similarly prevents targeting to degradation pathways, resulting in the ER 

retention observed following ATF6 activation (Cooley et al., 2014). In contrast, energetically 

normal LCs such as JTO can efficiently fold following release from chaperoning pathways 

in the ATF6-remodeled ER environment due to its increased stability relative to ALLC 

(Cooley et al., 2014; Morgan and Kelly, 2016). This allows JTO to adopt a trafficking-

competent conformation that can then be secreted to the extracellular space. Thus, while 

ATF6 activation increases interactions between JTO and select ER proteostasis factors, the 

capacity for this energetically-normal LC to fold following release from ER chaperones 

prevents ATF6 activation from significantly impairing its secretion. This indicates that the 

selective, ATF6-mediated remodeling of ‘pro-folding’ LC chaperoning pathways provides a 

unique opportunity to engage non-native LC conformations through interactions with 

multiple ER chaperones and co-chaperones to selectively reduce secretion of destabilized 

LCs implicated in AL disease pathogenesis.

Interestingly, overexpression of specific ER chaperones such as BiP only partially mimic the 

increases in LC ER quality afforded by ATF6 activation. This highlights a unique advantage 

for targeting endogenous transcriptional signaling pathways such as ATF6 to influence ER 

quality control for disease-associated proteins, as compared to targeting the activity of 

specific chaperones. The ATF6 transcriptional signaling pathway evolved to restore ER 

quality and function following diverse types of ER insults. As such, ATF6 regulates a 

distinct subset of ER proteostasis factors that can coordinate to impact ER quality control, 

providing an optimized environment to selectively influence the secretion of destabilized, 

amyloidogenic proteins such as amyloidogenic LCs. Consistent with this, our results show 

that ATF6 activation improves LC ER quality control to greater extents to that achieved by 

overexpression of specific ER proteostasis factors such as BiP or GRP94. This reflects the 

more global, ATF6-dependent remodeling of the ALLC interactome described herein, where 

ATF6 activation increases the interactions between FTALLC and multiple ‘pro-folding’ ER 

proteostasis factors.
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The capacity for ATF6 activation to optimize ER proteostasis remodeling to improve LC ER 

quality control suggests that pharmacologic ATF6 activation provides an opportunity to 

reduce the secretion and subsequent aggregation of amyloidogenic LCs and other 

amyloidogenic proteins involved in diverse diseases (Plate and Wiseman, 2017). 

Interestingly, small molecule ER proteostasis regulators that activate ATF6 in AL patient-

derived plasma cell models increase ALLC targeting to ER chaperones including BiP and 

GRP94 and reduce ALLC secretion (Plate et al., 2016), indicating that pharmacologic 

targeting of ER proteostasis can reduce ALLC secretion through a mechanism analogous to 

that described herein. Stress-independent ATF6 activation also reduces the secretion and 

toxic aggregation of destabilized variants of multiple other disease-associated proteins 

including TTR, rhodopsin, and α1-antitrypsin (Chen et al., 2014; Chiang et al., 2012; 

Shoulders et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2011b). Thus, our results defining the global remodeling 

of ALLC interactions afforded by ATF6 activation provides a molecular basis to deconvolute 

the impact of ATF6 activation on the ER quality control for these and other disease-relevant 

proteins. Our results also further motivate the discovery and development of pharmacologic 

ATF6 activating compounds that have the potential to ameliorate the aberrant secretion and 

toxic aggregation of destabilized, aggregation-prone proteins implicated in etiologically-

diverse protein aggregation diseases(Plate and Wiseman, 2017).

STAR METHODS

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be 

fulfilled by the Lead Contact, R. Luke Wiseman (wiseman@scripps.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell Culture and Transfections—The creation and maintenance of HEK293DAX cells 

has been described previously (Shoulders et al., 2013). Briefly, HEK293DAX cells were 

cultured in high-glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM; Corning-Cellgro) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Omega Scientific), 2 mM L-glutamine 

(Gibco), 100 U*mL−1 penicillin, and 100 μg*mL”1 streptomycin (Gibco). All cells were 

cultured under typical tissue culture conditions (37°C, 5% CO2). Cells were routinely tested 

for mycoplasma every 6 months. No further authentication of cell lines was performed by 

the authors. Cells were transfected using calcium phosphate precipitation, as previously 

described (Shoulders et al., 2013). All plasmids for transfection were prepared using the 

Qiagen Midiprep kit according to the manufacturers protocol. For SILAC experiments, the 

SILAC Protein Quantification kit – DMEM (ThermoFisher) was purchased. In addition to 

the supplied 13C6-L-Lys, the heavy media was also supplemented with 13C6,15N4-L-Arg 

(Cambridge Isotopes Laboratories, Inc.). Light- and heavy-labeled HEK293DAX cells were 

generated for a previously study (Shoulders et al., 2013). Cells were cultured additionally for 

a minimum of 5 passages in heavy SILAC DMEM media prior to transfection to ensure full 

heavy-isotope incorporation.
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METHOD DETAILS

Plasmids and Antibodies—Plasmids expressing FTALLC, FTJTO, or untagged ALLC in 

the pCMV1 or pDEST40 vector were described previously (Cooley et al., 2014). FTBiP and 

ERdj3 overexpression plasmids were used as described previously (Genereux et al., 2015). 

The GRP94 overexpression plasmid was prepared using GRP94.pDONR223 (Addgene; Cat 

#82130), which was recombined into pDEST40 using Gateway cloning according to the 

manufacturers protocol. Primary antibodies were acquired from commercial sources and 

used at the indicated dilutions in Antibody Buffer (50 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 150 mM NaCl 

supplemented with 5% BSA and 0.1% NaN3). Mouse monoclonal antibodies were used to 

detect KDEL (1:1000, Enzo Life Sciences), M2 anti-FLAG (1:500, Sigma Aldrich), Tubulin 

[B-5-1-2] (1:4000,Sigma), BiP/GRP-28 (1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), β-actin 

(1:10000, Sigma Aldrich). Polyclonal rabbit antibodies were used to detect GRP94 (1:1000, 

GeneTex), HYOU1 (1:1000, GeneTex), ERdj3 (DNAJB11) (1:1000, ProteinTech), PDIA4 

(1:1000, ProteinTech), PDIA6 (1:1000, GenTex), PDIA3 (ERp57) (1:1000, CellSignaling).

Affinity-purification of LC samples and MS Sample Preparation—In general, a 10 

cm tissue culture plate of HEK293DAX cells was transfected with the appropriate LC 

expression plasmids and a fully confluent plate (approximately 107 cells) was used per 

condition. Cell harvest, cross-linking, lysis and co-immunoprecipitation were carried out as 

described in the Supplemental Materials and Methods. Proteins were eluted from anti-M1 

FLAG agarose beads (Sigma) twice in 75μL elution buffer (10mM Tris [pH 7.5], 2% SDS, 

1mM EDTA) by heating to 95°C for 5 min. Eluted fractions were combined and proteins 

were precipitated in methanol/chloroform, washed twice in methanol, and then air dried. For 

SILAC experiments, protein pellets were resuspended in 50μL 8M urea, 50mM Tris pH 8.0, 

reduced with 10mM TCEP (ThermoFisher) for 30 min at room temperature, and alkylated 

with 12 mM iodoacetamide (Sigma) for 30min in the dark. Samples were then diluted four-

fold in 50mM Tris to lower the urea concentration. For TMT experiments, the protein pellets 

were resuspended in 3 – 5μL 1% RapiGest SF Surfactant (Waters) followed by addition of 

HEPES buffer (pH 8.0, 50 mM) to a volume of 50μL. Samples were reduced with 5mM 

TCEP for 30min at room temperature and alkylated with 10mM iodoacetamide for 30min in 

the dark. Trypsin (0.5μg, Sequencing grade, Promega) was then added to the SILAC or TMT 

samples and incubated for 16 hours at 37°C while shaking. After digestion, SILAC peptides 

samples were acidified with formic acid (5% final concentration) and directly proceeded to 

LC-MS analysis. TMT samples were first reacted with NHS-modified TMT sixplex reagents 

(ThermoFisher) in 40% v/v acetonitrile and incubated for 60 min at room temperature. 

Reactions were then quenched by addition of 0.4% (w/v) ammonium bicarbonate. The 

digested and labeled samples for a given sixplex experiment were pooled and acidified with 

formic acid (5% final concentration). Samples were concentrated on a SpeedVac and 

rediluted in buffer A (94.9% water, 5% acetonitrile, 0.1 formic acid, v/v/v). Cleaved 

Rapigest SF and debris was removed by centrifugation for 30min at 18,000× g.

Mass Spectrometry and Interactome Characterization—MuDPIT microcolumns 

were prepared as described (Fonslow et al., 2012), peptide samples were directly loaded 

onto the columns using a high-pressure chamber (Shotgun Proteomics Inc), and the columns 

were washed for 30min with buffer A. LC-MS/MS analysis was performed using a Q-
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Exactive mass spectrometer equipped with an EASY nLC 1000 (Thermo Fisher). MuDPIT 

experiments were performed by 10 pL sequential injections of 0, 20, 50, 80, 100% buffer C 

(500 mM ammonium acetate in buffer A) and a final step of 90% buffer C / 10% buffer B 

(19.9% water, 80% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid, v/v/v) and each step followed by a 

gradient from buffer A to buffer B on a 18 cm fused silica microcapillary column (ID 

100μm) ending in a laser-pulled tip filled with Aqua C18, 3μm, 100Å resin (Phenomenex). 

Electrospray ionization (ESI) was performed directly from the analytical column by 

applying a voltage of 2.5 kV with an inlet capillary temperature of 275Ό. Data-dependent 

acquisition of MS/MS spectra was performed with the following settings: eluted peptides 

were scanned from 400 to 1800 m/z with a resolution of 70,000 and the mass spectrometer 

in a data dependent acquisition mode. The top ten peaks for each full scan were fragmented 

by HCD using normalized collision energy of 30%, 2.0 m/z isolation window, 120 ms max 

integration time, a resolution of 7500, scanned from 100 to 1800 m/z, and dynamic 

exclusion set to 60s. Peptide identification and SILAC- or TMT-based protein quantification 

was performed using the Integrated Proteomics Pipeline Suite IP2 (Integrated Proteomics 

Applications, Inc.) and modules ProLuCID, DTASelect and Census (Park et al., 2014; Tabb 

et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2015). MS2 spectra were extracted from Thermo XCalibur .raw file 

format using RawConverter (He et al., 2015). Spectra were searched using ProLuCID 

against a Uniprot human proteome database (release date 05/2014). The database was 

curated to remove redundant protein and splice-isoforms, and the sequences for the variable 

domains of FTALLC and FTJTO and the shared constant domain were added. Searches were 

carried out using a decoy database of reversed peptide sequences and the following search 

parameters: 50 ppm peptide precursor tolerance, 0.6 Da fragment mass tolerance, 6 amino 

acid minimum peptide length, trypsin cleavage (max. 2 missed cleavage events), static Cys 

modification of 57.0215 (carbamidomethylation), and static N-terminal and Lys 

modification of 229.1629 (TMT-sixplex). ProLuCID search results were filtered using 

DTASelect using combined XCorr and DeltaCN scores to minimize the peptide false 

discovery rate at 1% and minimum of 2 peptides per protein ID. TMT reporter ion intensities 

were extracted in Census using a mass tolerance of 0.05 Da and summed for individual 

peptides belonging to the same protein. SILAC data was processed similarly, except static 

modification from the TMT-sixplex were omitted, and heavy [15N, 13C]-Lys and Arg 

modifications were included in the ProLuCID search.

Light Chain ELISA—Transfected HEK293DAX were plated 150,000 cells/well in 2 

identical 48-well plates (Genessee Scientific) containing 500 μL of media. Media was 

removed and wells were washed two times with 250 μL media containing 50 μg/mL 

cycloheximide (CHX). One plate was washed two times with 1× PBS and cell lysates 

prepared in RIPA buffer. This sample was used to monitor lysate levels of LC at t=0 h. The 

second plate was incubated 250 μL media with CHX for 4 h and conditioned media was 

collected. This sample was used to monitor secreted LC levels at 4 h. Free LC 

concentrations were determined by ELISA in 96-well plates (Immulon 4HBX, Thermo 

Fisher), as previously described (Cooley et al., 2014; Plate et al., 2016). Briefly, wells were 

coated overnight at 37 °C with sheep polyclonal free λ LC antibody (Bethyl Laboratories, 

A80-127A) at a 1:500 dilution in 50 mM sodium carbonate (pH 9.6). In between all 

incubation steps, the plates were rinsed extensively with Tris-buffered saline containing 
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0.05% Tween-20 (TBST). Plates were blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk in TBST for 1 hr at 

37°C. Media analytes were diluted between 5 – 200-fold in 5% non-fat dry milk in TBST 

and 100 μL of each sample was added to individual wells. Light chain standards ranging 

from 3 – 300 ng/mL were prepared from purified human Bence Jones λ light chain (Bethyl 

Laboratories, P80-127). Plates were incubated at 37 °C for 1.5 h with shaking. Finally, HRP-

conjugated goat anti-human λ light chain antibody (Bethyl Laboratories, A80-116P) was 

added at a 1: 5,000 dilution in 5% non-fat dry milk in TBST, followed by a 1.5 h incubation 

of the plates at 37 °C. The detection was carried out with 2,2’-azinobis(3-

ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS, 0.18 mg/mL) and 0.03% hydrogen peroxide 

in 100 mM sodium citrate pH 4.0. Detection solution (100 μL) was added to each well and 

the plates were incubated at room temperature. The absorbance was recorded at 405 nm and 

the values for the LC standards were fitted to a 4-parameter logistic function. LC 

concentrations were averaged from at least 3 independent replicates under each treatment 

and then normalized to vehicle conditions. Fraction secreted was then calculated using the 

equation: fraction secreted = [LC] in media at t=4 h / [LC] lysate at t = 0 h.

Immunoblotting, SDS-PAGE and Immunoprecipitation—Cell lysates were prepared 

as previously described in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 % SDS, 1% 

Triton X-100, 0.5% deoxycholate and protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Total protein 

concentration in cellular lysates was normalized using the Bio-Rad protein assay. Lysates 

were then denatured with 1X Laemmli buffer + 100 mM DTT and boiled before being 

separated by SDS-PAGE. Samples were transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-

Rad) for immunoblotting and blocked with 5% milk in Tris-buffered saline, 0.5 % Tween-20 

(TBST) following incubation overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies. Membranes were 

washed in TBST, incubated with IR-Dye conjugated secondary antibodies and analyzed 

using Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences). Quantification was carried 

out with LI-COR Image Studio software. For immunoprecipitations, cells were washed with 

PBS and then treated with the indicated concentration Dithiobis(succinimidiyl propionate) 

(DSP) for 30 min at room temperature. The crosslinking reaction was quenched by addition 

of 100 mM Tris pH 7.5 for 15 min, then lysates were prepared in RIPA buffer. Total protein 

concentration in cellular lysates was normalized using Bio-Rad protein assay. Cell lysates 

were then subjected to preclearing with Sepharose 4B beads (Sigma) at 4 °C for 1 h with 

agitation. The precleared lysates were then subjected to immunoprecipitation with a M1 

anti-Flag agarose resin (Sigma) at 4 °C overnight. After four washes in RIPA buffer, proteins 

were eluted by boiling in 6× Laemmli buffer and 100 mM DTT. Blots from IPs and inputs 

were probed with the primary antibodies. Membranes were then treated as described above.

[35S] Metabolic Labeling—[35S] metabolic labeling experiments were performed as 

previously described (Cooley et al., 2014; Shoulders et al., 2013). Briefly, transfected 

HEK293DAX were plated on poly-D-lysine coated 6-well plates and metabolically labeled in 

DMEM-Cys/-Met (Corning CellGro, Mediatech Inc., Manassas, VA) supplemented with 

glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin, dialyzed fetal bovine serum, and EasyTag EXPRESS 

[35S] Protein Labeling Mix (Perkin Elmer) for 30 min. Cells were washed twice with 

complete media and incubated in pre-warmed DMEM for the indicated times. Media or 

lysates were harvested at the indicated times. Lysates were prepared in RIPA buffer (50mM 
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Tris [pH 7.5], 150mM NaCl, 1% Triton X100, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) 

containing proteases inhibitors cocktail (Roche). FLAG-tagged LC variants were 

immunopurified using M1 anti-FLAG agarose beads (Sigma Aldrich) and washed four times 

with RIPA buffer. The immunoisolates were then eluted by boiling in 6X Laemmli buffer 

and separated on 12% SDS-PAGE. Gels were stained with Coomassie Blue, dried, exposed 

to phosphorimager plates (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA) and imaged by autoradiography 

using a Typhoon Trio Imager (GE Healthcare). Band intensities were quantified by 

densitometry in ImageQuant. Fraction secreted was calculated using the equation: fraction 

secreted = [extracellular [35S]-LC signal at t / (extracellular [35S]-LC signal at t=0 + 

intracellular [35S]-LC signal at t=0)]. Fraction remaining was calculated using the equation: 

[(extracellular [35S]-LC signal at t + intracellular [35S]-LC signal at t) / (extracellular [35S]-

LC signal at t=0 + intracellular [35S]-LC signal at t=0)].

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Mass Spectrometry Interactomics TMT and SILAC Quantification—
Quantification of heavy and light peptide intensities was carried out in Census using MS1 

spectral files extracted using RawConverter. Data normalization for TMT reporter intensities 

and SILAC ratios was carried out manually. For SILAC experiments, the SILAC heavy/light 

ratios for each quantified protein were normalized to the ratio observed for FTALLC or 
FTJTO. Each experiment represented a comparison of an experimental condition (light 

sample) against a common heavy reference sample (FTALLC, vehicle treated). Comparisons 

between experimental conditions were expressed as ratios of the LC-normalized SILAC 

ratios. For TMT experiments, the unnormalized TMT reporter ion intensities for each 

quantified protein were normalized against the intensities observed for FTALLC according to 

the following formula: (1) In, TMTi
norm = In, TMTi

un ⋅
ΣTMTi

TMT jILC
un

ILC, TMTi
un , where In

norm and In
un are the 

normalized and unnormalized TMT intensities, respectively, for a given protein n in the 

TMT channels i-j. Channels that did not contain LC (e.g. control transfections with untagged 

ALLC) were omitted from the normalization. For interactome comparison between FTALLC 

and FTJTO, only shared peptides from the λ Vc constant domain were considered for the 

normalization. Interaction fold changes were expressed as log2 differences of the normalized 

TMT intensities for a given protein between respective TMT channels (experimental 

conditions), according to the following formula: (2) log2In, TMTi
norm − log2In, TMT j

norm . The mean of 

the log2 interaction difference was calculated from multiple MuDPIT LC-MS runs, which 

each represented an individual biological replicate. Significance of interaction differences 

was assessed by a two-tailed unpaired student’s t-test of the normalized log2-transformed 

TMT intensities, followed by multiple-testing correction via FDR estimation using the 

method of Storey et al. (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003).

Statistical Analysis of Biochemical Experiment—Data are presented as mean ± 

SEM and were analyzed by two-tailed Student’s t test to determine significance, unless 

otherwise indicated.
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DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The datasets for the mass spectrometry interactomics experiments showing protein 

identifications and quantifications are included as supplemental tables:

Supplemental Table 1 (Supplement to Figure 1). Excel spreadsheets including the 

interactome data comparing the interactions between ER proteostasis factors and either 
FTLC (combined replicates of FTALLC and FTJTO) or untagged ALLC. Two sheets are 

included within this file: 1) a summary sheet including only the final TMT ratios and 

significance and 2) a sheet containing all of the raw data for the included analyses.

Supplemental Table 2 (Supplement to Figure 2). Excel spreadsheets describing the 

interactome data comparing interactions between ER proteostasis factors and FTALLC 

following stress-independent XBP1s and/or ATF6 activation in HEK293DAX cells. Two 

sheets are included within this file: 1) a summary sheet including only the final TMT ratios 

and significance and 2) a sheet containing all of the raw data for the included analyses.

Supplemental Table 3 (Supplement to Figure 3). Excel spreadsheet describing the 

interactome data comparing the interactions between ER proteostasis factors and FTALLC 

and FTJTO in HEK293DAX cells or FTJTO in HEK293DAX cells following stress-

independent ATF6 activation. Four sheets are included within this file: 1) a summary sheet 

including only the final TMT ratios and significance comparing the interaction ratios 

between FTALLC and FTJTO and 2) a sheet containing all of the raw data used to compare 

the interactomes of FTALLC and FTJTO, 3) a summary sheet including only the final TMT 

ratios and significance comparing the interaction ratios for FTJTO in the absence or presence 

of ATF6 activation in HEK293DAX cells and 4) a sheet containing all of the raw data used to 

compare the interactome FTJTO in the presence or absence of ATF6 activation.

Supplemental Table 4 (Supplement to Figure 4). Excel spreadsheets comparing changes in 

the mRNA or protein levels and FTALLC interactions for high confidence LC interacting 

proteins in HEK293DAX cells following stress-independent activation of ATF6, XBP1s, or 

ATF6 and XBP1s co-activation. This table contains four sheets. Data for changes in mRNA 

or protein levels in HEK293DAX cells following these treatments is from (Plate et al., 2016; 

Shoulders et al., 2013).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Remodeling of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) proteostasis pathways has emerged as a 

promising strategy to correct protein quality control defects associated with diverse 

protein misfolding diseases such as Light Chain Amyloidosis. In particular, remodeling 

ER proteostasis pathways through stress-independent activation of the unfolded protein 

response-associated transcription factor ATF6 has been shown to reduce secretion and 

extracellular aggregation of destabilized, amyloidogenic proteins, while not affecting 

secretion of the stable wild-type proteome. However, the molecular mechanism by which 

ATF6 activation influences amyloidogenic protein secretion remains poorly defined. 

ATF6 transcriptionally regulates a subset of ER chaperones and quality control factors, 

yet the molecular details of how these factors enhance ER quality control decisions and 

prevent the secretion of destabilized, amyloidogenic proteins has been elusive. Here, we 

use a multiplexed quantitative proteomics platform to define the molecular mechanism by 

which ATF6 activation selectively influences secretion of the destabilized, amyloidogenic 

immunoglobulin light chain ALLC. We show that ATF6 activation increases interactions 

between ALLC and ER chaperones that increases retention of this destabilized protein 

within the ER. These increased interactions are mediated through ATF6-dependent 

transcriptional upregulation of ER chaperones and reflects remodeling of ER proteostasis 

pathways afforded by ATF6 activation. Interestingly, overexpression of specific ATF6-

regulated chaperones only partially recapitulates the reduced secretion of ALLC afforded 

by ATF6 activation, highlighting the benefit of global remodeling of ER proteostasis for 

improving ER quality control of destabilized proteins through activation of endogenous 

stress-responsive signaling pathways. These results inform on the utility of therapeutic 

strategies targeting stress-independent activation of the ATF6 pathway to reduce secretion 

of destabilized protein variants associated with diverse protein aggregation diseases.
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Quantitative proteomics defines the interactome for the amyloidogenic light 

chain ALLC

• ATF6 or XBP1s activation distinctly impact interactions between ALLC and 

ER proteins

• ATF6 activation reduces ALLC secretion through increased targeting to ER 

chaperones

• Enhanced quality control is based on global interaction changes coordinated 

by ATF6
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Figure 1. Establishing an AP-MS platform to identify ER proteostasis factors that interact with 
destabilized, amyloidogenic ALLC.
A. Schematic of the multiplexed quantitative interactomics methodology, which combines 

affinity purification mass-spectroscopy (AP-MS) with in situ DSP cross-linking to capture 

transient, low affinity interactions with proteostasis network components. Sixplex tandem 

mass tags (TMT) are used for relative quantification of proteins in individual AP samples, 

followed by MuDPIT (2D LC coupled to Tandem mass spectrometry).
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B. Illustration showing the domain organization for the flag-tagged destabilized, 

amyloidogenic LC ALLC (FTALLC), the flag-tagged energetically normal LC JTO (FTJTO), 

and untagged ALLC. A sequence alignment of ALLC and JTO showing the differences in 

amino acid sequence is shown in Fig. S1A.

C. Histogram displaying TMT ratios of FTLC (combined n=4 FTALLC and n=6 FTJTO 

replicates) vs. untagged ALLC (mock) channels for all protein (grey) and filtered secretory 

protein (red).

D. Plot showing TMT ratio (log2 difference FTLC vs. untagged ALLC) vs. q-value (Storey) 

for proteins that co-purify with FTLC (either FTALLC or FTJTO) compared to untagged 

ALLC in anti-FLAG IPs (n=10 biological replicates; n = 4 for FTALLC and n = 6 for 
FTJTO). High confidence interactors are identified in the blue quadrant showing TMT ratio 

>2 and a q-value < 0.11. Secretory proteins are shown in red. Full data included in 

Supplemental Table 1.
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Figure 2. Stress-independent XBP1s or ATF6 activation differentially influence interactions 
between FTALLC and ER proteostasis factors.
A. Illustration summarizing previous data showing how stress-independent activation of 

XBP1s (red) or ATF6 (blue) leads to reduced secretion of destabilized, amyloidogenic 

ALLC (Cooley et al., 2014). XBP1s activation modestly reduces ALLC secretion through 

increased targeting to degradation, while ATF6 activation significantly reduces ALLC 

secretion through its increased ER retention.

B. Plot showing the distribution of unnormalized (blue) and FTALLC-bait-normalized 

(orange) TMT interaction ratios for n = 7 biological replicates comparing the recovery of 

high confidence ALLC interacting proteins in anti-FLAG IPs from cells following XBP1s 

activation (top) or ATF6 activation (bottom). A simple normalization procedure of the 
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protein TMT signal against the FTALLC bait protein signal across each TMT channel 

greatly diminishes the variance in interaction ratios. *q-value (Storey) < 0.15, **p < 0.05, 

***p < 0.01; # denotes excluded outlier

C. Comparison of interaction fold changes between FTALLC and selected proteostasis 

factors in response to XBP1s or ATF6 activation as quantified by three independent 

methods: TMT-based q-AP-MS (n=7 biological replicates), SILAC-based q-AP-MS (n= 4 or 

5 biological replicates), or Co-immunoprecipitation followed by quantitative 

immunoblotting (IP:IB; n=3–6 biological replicates).

D. Plot showing TMT interaction ratio vs. q-value (Storey) for high confidence FTALLC 

interacting proteins that co-purify with FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells following stress-

independent XBP1s activation from n=7 biological replicates. Full data included in 

Supplemental Table 2.

E. Heatmap displaying the observed interactions changes between FTALLC and high 

confidence ER proteostasis network components following stress-independent XBP1s or 

ATF6 activation (data from n=7 biological replicates for ATF6 or XBP1s activation, and n = 

4 for XBP1s/ATF6 co-activation). Interactors are organized by pathway or function. The 

previously defined impact of activating these pathways on ALLC secretion, degradation, and 

ER retention is shown below (Cooley et al., 2014).

F. Plot showing TMT interaction ratio vs. q-value (Storey) for high confidence FTALLC 

interacting proteins that co-purify with FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells following stress-

independent ATF6 activation from n=7 biological replicates. Full data included in 

Supplemental Table 2.

G. Plot showing TMT interaction ratio vs. q-value (Storey) for high confidence FTALLC 

interacting proteins that co-purify with FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells following stress-

independent XBP1s and ATF6 co-activation from n=4 biological replicates. Full data 

included in Supplemental Table 2.
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Figure 3. ATF6 Activation Increases Interactions between Non-amyloidogenic FTJTO and ER 
Proteostasis factors
A. Distribution of unnormalized (black) and normalized (red) TMT ratios of FTALLC vs. 
FTJTO for proteins with significant interaction changes (n=3 biological replicates). Peptides 

of the λ Vc domain, which is identical for ALLC and JTO (Fig. S1A), were used to 

normalize the TMT signal of each individual protein against the λ Vc domain peptide signal 

across each TMT channel.

B. Plot showing TMT interaction ratio vs. q-value for high confidence ALLC interacting 

proteins that copurify with FTJTO from HEK293DAX cells following treatment with vehicle 

or TMP (to activate ATF6) for 16 h (n=6 biological replicates). Secretory proteins are shown 

in red. Full data available in Supplemental Table 3.

C. Plot comparing the interaction changes of high confidence ALLC interacting proteins 

with either FTALLC (n=7 biological replicates) or FTJTO (n=6 biological replicates) 

following stress-independent ATF6 activation. The dashed line represents least-squares 

linear regression. The solid lines show 95% confidence intervals
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Figure 4. ATF6-dependent increases in ALLC interactions correlate with ER proteostasis factor 
expression
A. Plot comparing mRNA level for high confidence ALLC interacting proteins (measured 

by RNAseq in (Plate et al., 2016); n=3 biological replicates) vs. their increased interactions 

with FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells following stress-independent ATF6 activation (n=7 

biological replicates). The dashed line shows least-squares linear regression. The solid lines 

show 95% confidence intervals.
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B. Plot comparing cellular protein level for high confidence ALLC interacting proteins 

(measured by whole cell quantitative proteomics in (Plate et al., 2016); n=3 biological 

replicates) vs. their increased interactions with FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells following 

stress-independent ATF6 activation (n=7 biological replicates). The dashed line shows least-

squares linear regression. The solid lines show 95% confidence intervals.

C. Plot comparing cellular protein level for high confidence ALLC interacting proteins 

(measured by whole cell quantitative proteomics in (Plate et al., 2016); n=3 biological 

replicates) vs. their increased interactions with FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells following 

stress-independent XBP1s activation (n=7 biological replicates). The dashed line shows 

least-squares linear regression. The solid lines show 95% confidence intervals.

D. Plot comparing cellular protein level for high confidence ALLC interacting proteins 

(measured by whole cell quantitative proteomics in (Plate et al., 2016); n=3 biological 

replicates) vs. their increased interactions with FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells following 

stress-independent ATF6 and XBP1s co-activation (n=4 biological replicates). The dashed 

line shows least-squares linear regression. The solid lines show 95% confidence intervals.

E. Graph showing changes in protein levels (open symbols; n=3) or FTALLC interactions 

(solid bars; n=4-7) for PDIA4 in HEK293DAX cells following stress-independent XBP1s 

(red), ATF6 (blue), or XBP1s and ATF6 (green) activation. Error bars show SEM for the 

individual replicates.

F. Graph showing changes in protein levels (open symbols; n=3) or FTALLC interactions 

(solid bars; n=4-7) for HYOU1 in HEK293DAX cells following stress-independent XBP1s 

(red), ATF6 (blue), or XBP1s and ATF6 (green) activation. Error bars show SEM for the 

individual replicates.
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Figure 5. Overexpression of ATF6-regulated pro-folding ER proteostasis factors preferentially 
reduces ALLC secretion.
A. Graph showing the fraction secreted of FTALLC from HEK293DAX cells overexpressing 

the indicated ER proteostasis factor and treated with cycloheximide (CHX) for 0 or 4 h, as 

measured by ELISA. Fraction secreted was quantified using the following equation: fraction 

secreted = [FTALLC in media at t=4 h] / [FTALLC in lysate at t = 0 h]. Error bars show SEM 

for n > 14 replicates across > 4 independent experiments. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005 

for unpaired t-tests are shown.

B. Graph showing fraction secretion for FTALLC or FTJTO from HEK293DAX cells treated 

with CHX for 0 or 4 h, as measured by ELISA. Fraction secreted was calculated as 

described in Fig. 4A. Error bars show SEM for n>9 replicates across n>3 independent 

experiments. ***p<0.005 for unpaired t-test is shown

C. Graph showing the normalized fraction secreted of FTALLC or FTJTO from HEK293DAX 

cells overexpressing the indicated ER chaperoning factor. Normalized fraction secreted was 
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calculated by the following equation: fraction secretion in cells overexpressing a given 

chaperone / fraction secretion in mock-transfected cells. Fraction secreted was calculated as 

in Fig. 4A. Error bars show SEM for n > 9 replicates collected across > 3 independent 

experiments. *p<0.05, ***p<0.005 for unpaired t-tests are shown.
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Figure 6. Overexpression of BiP partially recapitulates ATF6-dependent reductions in ALLC 
secretion.
A. Graph showing the normalized fraction secretion of FTALLC in HEK293DAX cells mock-

transfected or overexpressing BiP subjected to a 16 h pretreatment with vehicle or ATF6 

activation, as measured by ELISA. ATF6 was activated in these cells using trimethoprim 

(TMP; 10 μM), as previously described (Shoulders et al., 2013). Error bars show SEM for 

n=6 replicates across two independent experiments. ***p<0.005 for unpaired t-test.

B. Graph showing the normalized fraction secretion of FTALLC at t = 2 or 4 h in 

HEK293DAX cells mock-transfected or overexpressing BiP subjected to 16 h pretreatment 

with vehicle or ATF6 activation, as measured by [35S] metabolic labeling. Representative 

autoradiograms are included in Fig. S6A. Error bars show SEM for n=4 separate 

measurements (2 measurements at t =2 h and 2 measurements at t=4 h) across two 

independent experiments. *p<0.05, ***p<0.005 for paired t-test.

C. Illustration showing a molecular model that explains the selective, ATF6-dependent 

reduction in destabilized ALLC secretion. The increased chaperoning environment afforded 

by ATF6 activation promotes iterative rounds of ALLC chaperoning to reduce ALLC folding 

into a trafficking competent conformation. This leads to increased ER retention of 

destabilized ALLC in chaperone-bound complexes that prevent its secretion to downstream 

secretory environments.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

KDEL (mouse monoclonal 10C3) Enzo Life Sciences Cat#ADI-SPA-827-D

M2 anti-FLAG (mouse monoclonal) Sigma Aldrich Cat#F3165

Anti-α-Tubulin (mouse monoclonal B-5-1-2) Sigma Aldrich Cat#T5168

BiP/GRP-78 (mouse monoclonal E-4) Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#sc-166490

β-actin (mouse monoclonal AC-15) Sigma Aldrich Cat#A1978

GRP94 (rabbit polyclonal N1N3) GenTex Cat#GTX103203

HYOU1 (ORP150) (rabbit polyclonal C2C3) GenTex Cat#GTX102255

ERdj3 (DNAJB11) (rabbit polyclonal) ProteinTech Cat#15484-1-AP

PDIA4 (ERp72) (rabbit polyclonal) ProteinTech Cat#14712-1-AP

PDIA6 (rabbit polyclonal N1N3) GenTex Cat#GTX121275

PDIA3 (ERp57) (rabbit polyclonal G117) CellSignaling Cat#2881S

free λ LC antibody (sheep polyclonal) Bethyl Laboratories Cat#P80-127

HRP-conjugated goat anti-human λ light chain antibody Bethyl Laboratories Cat#A80-116P

Bacterial and Virus Strains

Biological Samples

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

13C6,15N4-L-Arginine Cambridge Isotopes Laboratories Cat#CNLM-539-H

Anti-FLAG M1 agarose affinity gel Sigma Aldrich Cat#A4596-5ML

Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP-HCl) ThermoFisher Cat#20490

Trypsin (Sequencing grade modified) Promega Cat#5111

Iodoacetamide Sigma Aldrich Cat#I6125

RapiGest SF Surfactant Waters Cat#186001861

purified human Bence Jones λ light chain Bethyl Laboratories Cat#P80-127

EasyTag EXPRESS [35S] Protein Labeling Mix PerkinElmer Cat#NEG772002MC

Critical Commercial Assays

SILAC Protein Quantification kit – DMEM ThermoFisher Cat#A33969

TMTsixplex Isobaric Label Reagent Set ThermoFisher Cat#90066

Deposited Data

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

HEK293DAX cells this group, Shoulders et al., 2013) HEK293DAX

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Oligonucleotides
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Recombinant DNA

Mammalian expression plasmid (pCMVI) for FTALLC this group, Cooley et al., 2014 ss.FT.ALLC-pCMV1

Mammalian expression plasmid (pCMVI) for FTJTO this group, Cooley et al., 2014 ss.FT.JTO-pCMV1

Mammalian expression plasmid (pDEST40) for untagged ALLC this group, Cooley et al., 2014 ss.ALLC-pDEST40

Entry plasmid (gateway cloning) for GRP94, GRP94.pDONR223 Addgene Cat #82130

Mammalian expression plasmid (pDEST40) for GRP94 this paper, Genereux et al., 2015 GRP94.pDEST40

Mammalian expression plasmid for FTBiP this group, Genereux et al., 2015 pFLAG.BiP.WT

Mammalian expression plasmid (pDEST40) for ERdj3 this group, Genereux et al., 2015 ss.ERdj3.pDEST40

Software and Algorithms

Integrated Proteomics Pipeline Suite (IP2) Integrated Proteomics Applications, Inc. N/A

RawConverter He et al., 2015 N/A

ProLuCID (IP2 Suite) Xu et al., 2015 N/A

DTASelect (IP2 Suite) Tabb et al., 2002 N/A

Census (IP2 Suite) Park et al., 2014 N/A

Other
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